FAQ’s - Australian Cohort

Q: *When does The MoWFF’s Student Journalism Fellowship take place?*
A: The fellowship will take place from September - December 2019.

Q: *Where does The MoWFF’s Student Journalism Fellowship take place?*
A: Fellows will meet at locations in and around Sydney, Australia.

Q: **What is expected of students throughout the program?**
A: Students are expected to attend one workshop each month, from September - November. Students will spend December completing their reported pieces and pitching them to publications.

Workshops include group discussions, guest lectures from working industry professionals, and hands-on journalistic activities.

Throughout the program, students will engage in monthly mentorship sessions with the program’s facilitator in support of a reported piece of journalism that students will have the opportunity to pitch to the MoWFF’s editorial partners.

Students are also asked to participate in an online group discussion with their cohort based in Washington, D.C..

Q: **Is there a stipend for this fellowship?**
A: Monetary stipends are not provided.

Q: **Am I eligible to apply?**
A: If you are a junior, senior, or graduate-level student enrolled in NYU-Sydney, yes! All majors and disciplines are welcome.

Q: **Will I have my article/journalistic work published in a major news outlet?**
A: We will provide you all the support you need to get your work into a publishable format, but there is no guarantee that your article will be published in a major news outlet.

Q: **How do I apply?**
A: Click [here](#) for more information on the application process.